What’s New in Formulas Online 2.1 (Industry Members)
Release Date: March 2016

The Version 2.1 release of the Formulas Online system includes the following updates and fixes:

Updates and Enhancements

- **Flavor Ingredient Information** – When you specify a flavor ingredient, you can now see what information must be provided about the flavor so that your submission is accepted by TTB. Helpful text is displayed in three places in the Formula tab: under the Flavors header; in the Flavors “read more” pop-up, and in the Flavors Add Ingredient pop-up.

**Flavors Section**

**Flavors Section - Read More Pop-Up**

**Flavor Ingredients**

Flavors are additives that give beverage alcohol products a particular taste and or smell and may be derived from natural ingredients or created artificially. The type of flavoring ingredient you are using will dictate what supporting documentation you need to provide to TTB as part of this formula application:

**Flavor derived from a natural source**

- **Definition:** Flavor derived from a natural source and consisting of a single ingredient, such as oil, puree, concentrate, or juice.
- **Documentation Required:** Add the ingredient to your ingredients list; however, no additional supporting documentation is required.
- **Examples:** Orange oil, cherry juice, pumpkin puree, shredded ginger root.

**Extract or essence that contains naturally-occurring alcohol**

- **Definition:** Extract or essence that contains naturally-occurring alcohol, with no other ingredients added.

**Flavors Section – Add Pop-Up**

**Ingredient**

**Flavor Ingredient Information**

Flavors are additives that give beverage alcohol products a particular taste and or smell and may be derived from natural ingredients or created artificially. Read more
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- **Flavor Ingredient Type** – When you add a flavor ingredient in the Formula tab, you no longer see a field for “Type.” “Type” was also removed from the display of the ingredient list under the Flavors section.

- **Modify Registration Button** – You will now find a Modify Registration button under My Profile. Previously, the Modify Registration link was located on the blue main menu bar.

  **My Profile Link**

  ![My Profile Link](image)

- **Needs Correction Tab** – When you open a submission with a Needs Correction status, it will go directly to the Needs Correction tab. This applies to all formula submission types.

- **My Submissions** – The My Submissions link now appears as the first link on the blue main menu bar. You can access the listing of your submissions via this My Submissions link or the Home link on the upper right.

  **Main Menu – My Submissions**
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- **“My Submissions” Jump** – When you display My Submissions or Search Results, the screen will no longer jump from the old format of the view to the new format. You will see the view in the new format immediately.
• “My Submissions” Pages – Your “My Submissions” or “Search Results” now show all submissions on one page. Previously, only 50 submissions per page were initially displayed, so you had to choose “Show All Entries” or page through the results.
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• **Uniform Print Selection Labels** – The Print dialog box for Uniform beverage formula submissions has been modified to help distinguish the 5100.51 version from the Formula Summary Web version. Specifically, the “TTB Form 5100.51 (pilot)” has been renamed to “Formula Summary (in TTB Form 5100.51 format)” and the “Formula Summary” has been renamed to “Formula Summary (in Web format)”.
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• **New Formula Reminder Message** – When you create a new or superseding Uniform beverage formula submission (New> Formula and Process for Domestic and Imported Alcohol Beverages), you will see a Reminder notice informing you that complete information and supporting documentation for each formula submission is required. This is also to remind you that each submission is treated separately and that you cannot share information between submissions.
Reminder

• **View Link** – A View link was removed from the blue main menu bar.

**Fixes**

• **Duplicate Permit Holder Street Name** – The Importer and Manufacturer addresses on the Uniform Company tab no longer have a duplicate street name.
  
  ➢ **Note:** Pre-existing Uniform submissions will still display the duplicate street name. The fix will apply only to new submissions.

• **Printable TTB Form 5100.51 Approver** – Box 15 of the official TTB Form 5100.51 printable version now displays the correct TTB specialist.

• **Company Name Display on Import Submissions (Uniform)** – Import beverage submissions now display the name of the Importer on the Main tab. Previously this was missing.

**Uniform Import**

• **Sample ID Display** – When a sample is added and you save the submission, you can now see the Sample ID generated by the system. Previously you had to navigate to another tab and return to the Sample tab to see the Sample ID.